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Abstract
Probabilistic choice, where each branch of a choice is weighted according to a probability distribution,
is an established approach for modelling processes, quantifying uncertainty in the environment
and other sources of randomness. This paper uncovers new insight showing probabilistic choice
has a purely logical interpretation as an operator in an extension of linear logic. By forbidding
projection and injection, we reveal additive operators between the standard with and plus operators
of linear logic. We call these operators the sub-additives. The attention of the reader is drawn to
two sub-additive operators: the first being sound with respect to probabilistic choice; while the
second arises due to the fact that probabilistic choice cannot be self-dual, hence has a de Morgan
dual counterpart. The proof theoretic justification for the sub-additives is a cut elimination result,
employing a technique called decomposition. The justification from the perspective of modelling
probabilistic concurrent processes is that implication is sound with respect to established notions of
probabilistic refinement, and is fully compositional.
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1

Introduction

This paper lays down a novel foundation for a proof theory of formulae modelling concurrent
processes with mixed probabilistic and non-deterministic choice. Probabilistic choices refine
non-deterministic choices by indicating the probability with which one action or another
occurs, and have been introduced in game theory and process calculi to model measurable
uncertainly in the environment, such as a decision made by tossing a coin.
It is already well known that, in various processes-as-formulae approaches to modelling
processes using extensions of linear logic [15], the additive operators can be used to model
non-deterministic choices. The key novelty of this work is the observation that probabilistic
choices can also be handled using additive operators, of a more restrictive kind, which we
call the sub-additives.
In what follows we clarify the processes-as-formulae approach to modelling processes
directly as formulae in extensions of linear logic. We highlight key observations leading
to probabilistic sub-additive operators, and explain why their proof theory is non-trivial.
Furthermore, for readers for whom the discovery of a novel proof theory is insufficient
motivation, we highlight that, unlike most semantics previously proposed for probabilistic
concurrent processes, our model is exceptionally compositional, admitting action refinement.
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1.1

The processes-as-formulae paradigm

Various approaches to modelling processes by directly embedding them as formulae in an
extension of linear logic have been floated since the discovery of linear logic (see [22] for a
comparison). Progress in this processes-as-formulae approach has been accelerated by an
advance in proof theory – the calculus of structures [17] – a generalisation of the sequent
calculus. Process models not limited to CCS [3], session types [5], attack trees [21] and the
π-calculus [23, 24] have been tackled using the processes-as-formulae approach.
An advantage of the processes-as-formulae paradigm is that formulae modelling processes
can be directly compared using implication in the logical system. Furthermore, there are no
design decisions, since the semantics are determined by the principles of cut elimination. In
every process model this approach always leads us to a preorder over processes with appealing
properties. The preorder obtained enjoys the following properties: it is a congruence; is
sound with respect to most commonly-used process preorders, including weak simulation [22],
and pomset ideals [21]; and respects action refinement – the ability to refine atomic actions
with larger sub-processes. This makes implication highly compositional.
In this work, by introducing an operator modelling probabilistic choice, the above
properties can also be achieved in the probabilistic setting, where preorders are defined
with respect to probability distributions. To emphasise this point we prove that implication
in this work is sound with respect to a notion of refinement called weak probabilistic
simulation [37, 2]. A famous result in the theory of probabilistic processes [10], means that,
equivalently, implication is sound with respect to probabilistic may testing [27, 30]. An
advantage implication has over simulation/testing semantics is that, as mentioned above,
implication guarantees a greater degree of compositionality.

1.2

Motivation: uncovering the probabilistic sub-additive operators

We explain key observations that uncover the probabilistic sub-additive operators. Subadditive operators are restricted forms of additive conjunction or disjunction, found in linear
logic. Sub-additives forbid projection and injection, while permitting other properties of the
additives, notably idempotency.
Firstly, consider how the standard additives can be used to model non-deterministic
choice. To be specific, in linear logic, we have with &, which enjoys the following projection
laws, where ( is linear implication: P & Q ( P and P & Q ( Q. For example, heads & tails
can be used to model a process that does not toss a coin but instead chooses on which side
to lay the coin. This can be refined by process heads that always chooses to lay down heads.
This does not model tossing a coin, instead modelling a decision the process can make.
The key observation is, by restricting additives such that projection and injection
are forbidden, we are able to model probabilistic choice. For example, heads ⊕1/2 tails
models a fair coin, where heads or tails occurs with probability 1/2. Notice the process
cannot influence the outcome of the coin toss, therefore such a fair coin cannot be refined to
heads. The absence of this refinement corresponds to forbidding projection. Furthermore,
it is standard for probabilistic processes, that a fair coin cannot be refined to an unfair
coin where the balance of probabilities are different from 1/2 each. Notions of probabilistic
refinement preserve the balance of probabilities.
Although projection/injection are forbidden, non-deterministic choice and probabilistic
choice are related. For example, non-deterministic choice heads & tails can be refined to
probabilistic choice heads ⊕1/2 tails. This refinement can be established by proving the
following using the logical system in the body of this work.
heads & tails ( heads ⊕1/2 tails
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Such a refinement, introducing probabilities, is standard for probabilistic simulation or,
equivalently, probabilistic may testing [27, 30, 9].
Note, there are many other modelling capabilities of the logic in this work. For example,
we can capture probabilistic choice with margins of error, and probabilistic model checking,
within a bound of probability. Application wise, such models have been used for a wide
range of problems, e.g., quantifying the degree of anonymity offered by privacy protocols,
or quantifying risk in attacker models. This work focusses on introducing our new logical
system ∆MAV and providing clear and simple examples.
The interplay between the sub-additives and both sequential and parallel composition
can be non-trivial. For example, we discover, for subtle reasons explained later, in the
presence of parallel composition, operator ⊕p cannot be self-dual. Thereby we obtain also a
de Morgan dual operator &p , essential for completing the symmetry demanded by a logic
satisfying cut elimination. The central result of this paper, cut elimination (Theorem 2),
ensures these new sub-additive operators co-exist happily with other operators of linear logic
– a prerequisite for using implication with confidence. Furthermore, the soundness of linear
implication as a notion of probabilistic refinement (Theorem 4) is verified and the merits
of this notion of refinement discussed. In particular, we claim that this logical approach to
modelling processes helps us discover the coarsest notion of refinement, in the literature, that
can: firstly, handle probabilistic processes; secondly, accommodate parallel composition; and,
thirdly, permit action refinement [41].
Outline of the paper. Section 2, provides established background material on probabilistic
processes. Section 3, recalls MALL in the calculus of structures, and introduces the extended
system ∆MAV featuring a pair of sub-additive operators. Section 4 provides a series of
examples illustrating how we can construct, more traditional, probabilistic simulations from
proofs in ∆MAV. Section 5, outlines the proof of cut elimination, necessary to justify the
logical system proposed. Section 6 highlights the existence of further sub-additive operators
between the standard operators of linear logic.

2

Background: an established notion of probabilistic simulation

We begin with background on probabilistic simulation. We select a minimal probabilistic
process calculus and standard notion of probabilistic simulation.
Note there are numerous probabilistic calculi in the literature mixing non-deterministic
and probabilistic choice, not limited to probabilistic extensions of CCS [28], CSP [11], and
the π-calculus [33]. Due to the rich proof calculi developed [23], expressive process models
can be handled by techniques in this work. For scientific clarity, we select here a minimal
calculus in order to make a clear comparison with the new logical approach to probabilistic
refinement introduced in subsequent sections.
The syntax of our minimal process calculus is drawn from terms in the following grammar,
where ‘a’ represents actions.
t ∶∶= ok (successful completion) ∣ a.t (action prefix) ∣ t ∥ t (parallel composition)
∣ t ⊓ t (non-deterministic choice) ∣ t +p t (probabilistic choice)
Discrete probability distributions are uniquely determined by a probability mass function
∆ ∶ S → [0, 1] over a set S of process terms such that ∑t∈S ∆(t) = 1. A Dirac distribution for
process term s, written 1s , is defined by the probability mass function such that ∆(s) = 1.
For probability p and distributions, ∆1 and ∆2 linear combination p∆1 + (1 − p)∆2 , defined
as (p∆1 + (1 − p)∆2 )(t) = p∆1 (t) + (1 − p)∆2 (t), is a distribution and dot product ∆1 ⋅ ∆2 is
defined such that (∆1 ⋅ ∆2 )(t ∥ u) = ∆1 (t)∆2 (u) and 0 elsewhere.
FSCD 2019
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Process terms are mapped to distributions using the following function δ.
δ(ok) = 1ok

δ(a.t) = 1a.t

δ(t +p t) = pδ(t) + (1 − p)δ(t)

δ(t ⊓ t) = 1t⊓t
δ(t ∥ t) = δ(t) ⋅ δ(t)

Labelled transitions from process terms to distributions are defined by the following rules,
where label α ranges over any action a or τ .

a.t

a

I δ(t)

i ∈ {1, 2}
t1 ⊓ t2 τ I δ(ti )

α

t1
t1 ∥ t2

α

I∆
I ∆ ⋅ δ(t2 )

α

t2
t1 ∥ t2

α

I∆
I δ(t1 ) ⋅ ∆

Labelled transitions lift to weak transitions over distributions, as according to the following
τ
four clauses, which allow zero or more τ -transitions. Firstly, ∆ I ∆; secondly, if for
τ
α
α
all i, si I ∆i and ∑i∈I pi = 1 then ∑i∈I pi 1ti
I ∑i pi ∆i ; thirdly, if ∆1 I ∆2 then
τ
τ
α
α
p∆1 + (1 − p)E I p∆2 + (1 − p)E, fourthly, if ∆1 I ∆2 and ∆2 I ∆3 , then ∆1 I ∆3 .
For tighter results, we also employ the predicate ✓ indicating successful termination,
defined such that ok✓ and if t1 ✓ and t2 ✓ then (t1 ∥ t2 ) ✓. Termination extends to distributions in the obvious way such that if t✓ then 1t ✓ and if ∆✓ and E✓ then (p∆ + (1 − p)E) ✓.
The above labelled transitions and termination predicate are employed in the following
definition of a weak complete probabilistic simulation. The definition also employs a standard
lifting of relations from processes to distributions.
I Definition 1. For a relation R between processes and distributions, its lifting R̂ is such
that: if, for all i, ti R ∆i and ∑i∈I pi = 1, then ∑i∈I pi 1ti R̂ ∑i∈I pi ∆i . A relation between
processes and distributions R is a weak complete probabilistic simulation whenever:
α
If s R ∆ and s α I E, there exists E ′ such that ∆ I E ′ and E R̂ E ′ .
τ
If t R ∆ and t✓ then there exists E such that ∆ I E and E✓.
If there exists weak complete probabilistic simulation R such that δ(t1 ) R̂ δ(t2 ), then we say
t2 simulates t1 .
We refer to the above notion simply as probabilistic simulation throughout this work.
Recall this definition is used only as a reference to show the logic we develop is sound with
respect to such a standard notion of probabilistic refinement, and contains no new concepts.
We provide examples later in subsequent sections when making such a comparison.

3

Extending linear logic with probabilistic sub-additive operators

In this section, we introduce a proof system featuring the probabilistic sub-additives. The
system is a conservative extension of multiplicative-additive linear logic (MALL). Therefore,
first we recall a presentation of MALL in the calculus of structures, a generalisation of the
sequent calculus. We employ the calculus of structures, since it provides additional expressive
power demanded by our target logic ∆MAV.

3.1

An established presentation of MALL in the calculus of structures

The fragment of linear logic MALL was one of the first proof systems studied in the calculus
of structures [38]. Fig 1 recalls a proof system for multiplicative-additive linear logic MALL
in the calculus of structures. Inference rules apply in any context. We assume formulae
are always in negation-normal-form, where negation is always pushed to atoms, a, by the
following function, inducing De Morgan dualities.
P

⊕Q

=P

&Q

P

&Q

=P

⊕Q

a=a

P ⊗Q=P

`Q

P

`Q

=P ⊗Q

○

=○
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The formulation of MALL in Fig. 1 was employed to prove cut elimination for a noncommutative extension of MALL called MAV [20]. The rules are also similar to a version
used to study focussing in the calculus of structures [4].
structural congruence:
P

`Q

≡Q`P

(P

` Q) ` R

≡P

` (Q ` R)

○`P

≡P

P

Q

≡QP

(P

 Q)  R

≡P

 (Q  R)

○P

≡P

inference rules:
C{

○

}

C{ a ` a }

interact

C{ P1 }
C{ P1 ⊕ P2 }

choose left

C{ (P
C{ P

` Q)  R

}

` (Q  R)

}

C{ P2 }
C{ P1 ⊕ P2 }

switch

choose right

C{
C{
C{ (P

○

}

○&○

}

tidy

` R) & (Q ` R)

C{ (P

& Q) ` R

}

}

external

Figure 1 Structural congruence and inference rules for MALL in the calculus of structures.

The structural congruence ensures the multiplicatives par ` and times  are commutative
monoids with a common unit. The switch rule and interact rule form multiplicative linear
logic. Regarding the inference rules, there is one rule, choose, for additive plus ⊕, which
chooses either the left or right branch during proof search. The rule external distributes the
additive with & over par, forcing both branches to be explored. The tidy rule ensures proof
search is successful only if both branches are successful.
A derivation is a sequence of zero or more rule instances, where the structural congruence
can be applied at any step. The bottommost formula is the conclusion and the topmost is
the premiss. A proposition P is provable, written ⊢ P , whenever there exists a derivation
with conclusion P and premise ○. Linear implication P ( Q is defined as P ` Q; hence a
provable linear implication is written ⊢ P ( Q.
This presentation of MALL has a common unit for the multiplicatives, consequently
implication ⊢ P  Q ( P ` Q holds. The reader familiar with linear logic will observe this
means the mix rule is admissible. Note the results in this paper also hold for a formulation
of MALL that does not admit mix, but mix is included so as the logic extends immediately
to non-commutative logic.

3.2

Extending with the probabilistic sub-additives (and sequentiality)

The calculus of structures provides a setting in which the sub-additives can be expressed and
evaluated. We explain briefly the new rules of the structural congruence and the inference
rules in Fig. 2. Note we assume a probability p is always such that 0 < p < 1, thus any
sub-formula that appears in a probabilistic choice occurs with non-zero probability.
The rule of the structural congruence for the probabilistic sub-additives, Fig. 2, ensures
the balance of probabilities is maintained when applying idempotency, associativity and
commutativity. By maintaining the balance of probabilities, structural congruence preserves
underlying probability distributions. For example p∆ + (1 − p)∆ = ∆, hence we have a
weighted form of idempotency P ⊕p P = P .
For associativity, observe if ∆0 , ∆1 and ∆2 are distributions corresponding to P , Q and
R respectively, then q (p∆0 + (1 − p)∆1 ) + (1 − q)∆2 = r∆0 + (1 − r) (s∆1 + (1 − s)∆2 ) only
if r = pq and (1 − r)s = q(1 − p). Furthermore, commuting formulae inverts probabilities
(p∆1 + (1 − p)∆2 = (1 − p)∆2 + p∆1 ).
FSCD 2019
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structural congruence:
P
P

&r

⊕r

○◁P

Q ≡ Q &1−r P

P

P ≡P

(P

Q ≡ Q ⊕1−r P

P

P ≡P

(P

≡P

P ≡P

&r

⊕r

&p

⊕p

Q) &q R ≡ P
Q) ⊕q R ≡ P
(P

◁○

&pq

(Q & q(1−p) R)
1−pq

⊕pq

◁ Q) ◁ R

(Q ⊕ q(1−p) R)
1−pq

≡P

◁ (Q ◁ R)

inference rules:
C{ (P
C{ (P
C{ (P
C{ (P
C{ (P

` R) ⊕q
⊕q

⊕p

(Q ` S) }

Q) ` (R ⊕q S) }

& R) ⊕q

(Q & S) }

C{ (P

⊕q

C{ (P

` R) ◁ (Q ` S)

}

C{ (P

◁ Q) ` (R ◁ S)

}

C{ (P

&p

C{ (P

` R) &p

Q) & (R ⊕q S) }

Q) ` (R &p S) }

medial

(R ◁ S) }

confine

C{ (P

&p

R) ⊕q (Q &p S) }

C{ (P

⊕q

Q) &p (R ⊕q S) }

C{ (P

medial

C{ (P

medial

R) ◁ (Q &p S) }

◁ Q) &p

(Q ` S) }

& R) &p
&p

(Q & S) }

Q) & (R &p S) }

C{ (P

& R) ◁ (Q & S)

}

C{ (P

◁ Q) & (R ◁ S)

}

C{ (P

medial

C{ (P

◁ R) ⊕p
⊕p

medial

medial

medial

(Q ◁ S) }

Q) ◁ (R ⊕p S) }

medial

linear negation:
P

◁Q

=P

◁Q

P

⊕p

Q=P

&p

Q

P

&p

Q=P

⊕p

Q

Figure 2 Rules for the probabilistic sub-additive operators and seq in ∆MAV, extending Fig. 1.

A self-dual non-commutative operator seq, notated ◁, is introduced in order to model
processes with action prefixes or sequential composition. Seq was first introduced in system
BV [17], which was subsequently extended with the additives to obtain system MAV [20]. The
operator seq lies between multiplicative operators times  and par ` from linear logic [15].
Inference rule confine and the medial rules are best explained in the context of examples
throughout the remainder of this paper. Notice all medials have a standard form.
(P E R) D (Q E S)
(P D Q) E (R D S)

medial

where (E, D) ∈ { (`, ⊕q ), (&p , ⊕q ), (&, ⊕q ), (&, &p ),
(`, ◁), (&, ◁), (&p , ◁), (◁, ⊕q ) }

Cut elimination in the calculus of structures is equivalent to the following statement.
I Theorem 2 (cut elimination). In ∆MAV, if ⊢ C{ P

P

}, then ⊢ C{

○

}.

The above theorem is the main technical justification for the correctness of ∆MAV. A proof
sketch is delayed until Section 5. As with MALL, linear implication P ( Q is defined in
terms of negation and par such that P ` Q. A useful but straightforward property is linear
implication is reflexive. Amongst the immediate consequences of cut elimination is linear

R. Horne
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implication in ∆MAV is transitive. Furthermore, also as a corollary of cut elimination, linear
implication holds in every context (note negation and implication are derived operators,
hence are not part of the syntax of contexts).
I Corollary 3. Linear implication is a preorder that holds in every context (a precongruence).
This corollary establishes a key criteria for using linear implication as a notion of refinement.
Note, in this paper, operator &p is treated as a synthetic dual to ⊕p necessary for
completing the proof system, and used when proving linear implications. This operator
likely has applications, for modelling probabilistic communicating systems; but we avoid
controversy by sticking to the indisputable established probabilistic choice modelled by ⊕p .

3.3

Embedding of Probabilistic Processes in ∆MAV

While cut elimination proves we have made the correct choices of rules for the logic to work,
it says little about its relationship to probabilistic refinement. Here we state the main result
showing that implication is sound with respect to the key established notions of refinement
for probabilistic processes.
We employ the following embedding, mapping processes to formulae.1
Name of operator
success
prefix
parallel composition
external choice
probabilistic choice

Process term
JokK
Jα.tK
Jt1 ∥ t2 K
Jt1 ⊓ t2 K
Jt1 +p t2 K

Logical operator
○

α ◁ JtK
Jt1 K  Jt2 K
Jt1 K & Jt2 K
Jt1 K ⊕p Jt2 K

The mapping extends to discrete probability distributions over process terms such that
J1t K = JtK and if ∆ = p∆1 + (1 − p)∆2 , where 0 < p < 1 then J∆K = J∆1 K ⊕p J∆2 K.
Using the above embedding of processes as formulae we can compare processes using linear
implication. All linear implications between processes can also be established using weak
complete probabilistic simulation. Each approach is quite different, since the former involves
unfolding logical rules while the latter involves defining a simulation relation witnessing the
refinement. Here these two approaches to probabilistic refinement are formally connected as
follows.
I Theorem 4. If ⊢ Jt1 K ( Jt2 K, in ∆MAV, then t1 simulates t2 (Def. 1).
The proof provides a proceedure that constructs a weak complete probabilistic simulation
from any linear implications between embeddings of processes. It adapts proof techniques
devised for establishing a similar results for the π-calculus [22] (without probabilities).
The converse of Theorem 4 does not hold. As reinforced by related work [21], linear
implication has non-interleaving properties. For example a ` a ( a ◁ a does not hold, but
these processes are equivalent in any interleaving semantics, including probabilistic simulation
in Def. 1. This can be regarded as a strength of linear implication, since such non-interleaving
semantics are preserved under action refinement [41] – the substitution of an atomic action
with any process. For the minimal process language in this this work, we consider only
refinement of an action with a sequence of actions.

1

Note the system is completely symmetric so the dual operators could be used, inverting implication.
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I Corollary 5. For process terms t1 and t2 , and substitution σ mapping actions, say a, to a
sequence of actions, say b1 .⋯bn , if ⊢ Jt1 K ( Jt2 K then ⊢ Jt1 σK ( Jt2 σK.

For example, since ⊢ Ja ∥ aK ( Ja.aK holds, by applying the action refinement σ ={b.c/a }, the
following holds: ⊢ Jb.c ∥ b.cK ( Jb.c.b.cK.
Action refinement is not respected by any interleaving semantics, including weak complete
probabilistic simulation (previous work on action refinement in the probabilistic setting [8]
avoids parallel composition). Furthermore, although there is work on probabilistic event
structures [1, 42], linear implication in ∆MAV appears to be the first non-interleaving notion
of refinement accommodating probabilistic choice.

4

Examples of properties established using linear implication

Having introduced definitions and stated the main results, we illustrate the theory with
examples. This section covers examples of refinements that are permitted or forbidden
between processes. There are also some examples justifying the medial rules.

4.1

Refinements also provable using probabilistic simulation

As noted in the introduction, projection and injection are forbidden for probabilistic simulation, hence should be forbidden for the sub-additives. Indeed, the following processes are
unrelated by linear implication.
heads +1/2 tails

is unrelated to

heads

and also is unrelated to

tails

Hence, as a consequence of Theorem 4, none of the following hold in general: P ( P ⊕p P ,
P ⊕p Q ( P , Q ( P ⊕p P and P ⊕p Q ( Q.
Now, using the rules of ∆MAV, we can verify the following chain of implications, proving
that the probabilistic sub-additives lie between the standard additives.
P

&Q

(P

Q

&p

P

&p

Q(P

⊕p

Q

P

⊕p

Q(P

⊕Q

The first implication has a proof of the following form.
○

idempotency
○ &p ○

(P
((P
((P

` P ) &p

⊕ Q) ` P ) &p
⊕ Q) ⊕p

(P

(P

(Q ` Q)
((P

Proposition 3

⊕ Q) ` Q)

⊕ Q)) ` (P &p

⊕ Q) ` (P &p

choose

Q)

Q)

confine
idempotency

Also, due to de Morgan dualities, the third implication in the chain above has a proof of
the same form (by setting P as P and Q as Q). The second implication in the chain of
implications above has the following proof.
○

idempotency
○ &p ○

(P
(P
(P

⊕p

` P ) &p
&p

(Q ` Q)

Q) ` (P

⊕p

Q)

Q) ` (○ &p ○) ` (P

(P

⊕p

Q) ` (P

⊕p

Proposition 3
confine

⊕p

Q)

Q)

confine
idempotency
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Notice, by instantiating the above with process embeddings, ⊢ Jt1 ⊓ t2 K ( Jt1 K &p Jt2 K and
⊢ Jt1 K &p Jt2 K ( Jt1 +p t2 K hold. Hence, by Theorem 2, there is also a proof of the following.
⊢ Jt1 ⊓ t2 K ( Jt1 +p t2 K
As guaranteed by Theorem 4, the above linear implication can also be established by
probabilistic simulation. For example, process a ⊓ b simulates a +p b. This holds since R
such that a R 1a⊓b , b R 1a⊓b , and ok R 1ok defines a weak probabilistic simulation such
a
that Ja &p bK R̂ Ja ⊓ bK. The converse does not hold since a ⊓ b I 1ok , which is a transition
that cannot be matched by distribution p1a + (1 − p)1b . Hence, by Theorem 4, the converse
implication P ⊕p Q ( P & Q also does not hold in general.

4.2

Distributivity properties, some forbidden others permitted

We highlight, quite subtly, that we must also forbid certain distributivity properties over
parallel composition. Operator ⊕p forbids refinements that undesirably leak information.
For example, processes (a ∥ c) +p (b ∥ d) and (a +p b) ∥ (c +p d) are unrelated by probabilistic
simulation. Therefore, by Theorem 4, the following are unrelated by linear implication.
(a  c) ⊕p (b  d)

is unrelated to

(a ⊕p b)  (c ⊕p d)

However we should allow other refinements. For example, the semantics of ∆MAV, does
admit the following partial distributivity property, preserving all four possible combinations
of parallel actions.
⊢ (a ⊕p b)  (c ⊕q d) ( ((a  c) ⊕q (a  d)) ⊕p ((b  c) ⊕q (b  d))
The above distributivity property is also respected by probabilistic simulation introduced
in Sec. 2. Observe, both δ(((a ∥ c) +q (a ∥ d)) +p ((b ∥ c) +q (b ∥ d))) and δ((a +p b) ∥ (c +q d))
map to the same underlying probability distribution, hence have the same behaviours.
pq1a∥c + p(1 − q)1a∥d + (1 − p)q1b∥c + (1 − p)(1 − q)1b∥d
Indeed, in general, the following implication holds in ∆MAV, establishing how probabilistic
choice distributes over parallel composition.
⊢P

 (Q ⊕p

R) ( (P

 Q) ⊕p

(P

 R)

There are also distributivity properties relating non-deterministic and probabilistic
choice [43]. For example we have that ⊢ (P & Q) ⊕p (P & R) ( P & (Q ⊕p R) holds, as
established by the following proof.
○

tidy
○&○

(○ &p ○) & (○ &p ○)
((P
((P

` P ) &p

&p

P ) ` (P

((P
(((P

⊕ Q) &p

(P

(P
((P

&p

idempotency

` P )) & ((Q ` Q) &p

⊕p

(R ` R))

P )) & ((Q &p R) ` (Q ⊕p R))

P ) ` P ) & ((Q &p R) ` (Q ⊕p R))

⊕ R)) ` P ) & (((P ⊕ Q) &p
⊕ Q) &p

by Proposition 3

(P

(P

by confine
idempotency

⊕ R)) ` (Q ⊕p

⊕ R)) ` (P & (Q ⊕p

R))

R))

by choose
by external
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By Theorem 4, we have that (t1 ⊓ t2 ) +p (t1 ⊓ t3 ) simulates t1 ⊓ (t2 +p t3 ), for any process.
For example, a ⊓ (b +p c) is simulated by (a ⊓ b) +p (a ⊓ c). To see why, observe relation S
defined such that a ⊓ (b +p c) S p1a⊓b + (1 − p)1a⊓c and s S 1s , for any s, is a simulation; for
which Ja ⊓ (b +p c)K Ŝ J(a ⊓ b) +p (a ⊓ c)K.
The converse of the above simulation does not hold. Hence, as a consequence of Theorem 4,
the converse of the above implication does not hold in ∆MAV. I.e., in general, the following
is not provable: P & (Q ⊕p R) ( (P & Q) ⊕p (P & R).

But are the medial rules necessary in ∆MAV?

4.3

The most mysterious rules of ∆MAV are the medial rules. The justification we provide here is
purely logical, although these rules are likely to play a more significant role when considering
more expressive process calculi with full sequential composition and mixing suitable notions
of internal and external choice (sometimes known as angelic/daemonic choices [31]).
Here we show the medial rules are necessary in order for cut-elimination to hold. Medial
rules capture a pattern where a weaker additive distributes over a stronger additive, where
& < &p < ⊕p < ⊕. This is a derived property of the standard additives in linear logic; namely
the implication (P & Q) ⊕ (R & S) ( (P ⊕ R) & (Q ⊕ S) is provable, while its converse does not
hold. The corresponding property for the sub-additive is not derivable without the medials.
Only by including an explicit medial rule in Fig. 2 can we prove the following property.
(P

&p

Q) ⊕q (R &p S) ( (P

⊕q

R) &p (Q ⊕q S)

We are forced to include several further medial rules, induced by associativity and
commutativity. This is more surprising since all other medial rules correspond to implications
provable without including any medial rules. For example, we have the following proof of
implication (P & Q) &q (R & S) ( (P &q R) & (Q &q S).
○

(○ &q ○) & (○ &q ○)
((P
(((P
(((P

` P ) &q

⊕ Q) ` P ) &q

⊕ Q) ⊕q

(R ` R)) & ((Q ` Q) &q (S ` S))

((R ⊕ S) ` R)) & (((P

(R ⊕ S)) ` (P
((P

⊕ Q) ⊕q

tidy and itempotency

&q

R)) & (((P

(R ⊕ S)) ` ((P

The above implication does not mean rule

⊕ Q) ` Q) &q
⊕ Q) ⊕q

interact

((R ⊕ S) ` S))

choose

(R ⊕ S)) ` (Q &q S))

&q

R) & (Q &q S))

(P

& Q) &q

confine
external

(R & S)

is admissible (redundant in
(P &q R) & (Q &q S)
∆MAV). To see why, consider the following observations. Firstly, observe the following is
provable without using any medial rules.
(a1 ` a2 ) &p ((b1 &q (c & d)) ` (b2 ⊕q (c & d))) ( (a1 &p (b1 &q (c & d))) ` (a2 ⊕p (b2 ⊕q (c & d)))

Now, assuming r = (1 − p)q and p = s(1 − r), observe the following are equivalent by
associativity and commutativity of the sub-additives.
(a1

&p

(b1

&q

(c & d))) ` (a2

⊕p

(b2

⊕q

(c & d))) ≡ (b1

&r

(a1

&s

(c & d))) ` (b2

⊕r

(a2

⊕s

(c & d)))

Thirdly, observe the following implication is provable, without any medial rules.
(b1 &r (a1 &s (c & d))) ` (b2 ⊕r (a2 ⊕s (c & d)))
( (b1 &r ((a1 &s c) & (a1 &s d))) ` (b2 ⊕r ((a2 ⊕s c) & (a2 ⊕s d)))
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Now, assuming cut elimination holds, combining the above three observations, necessarily,
we can construct a cut-free proof of the following implication.
(a1 ` a2 ) &p ((b1 &q (c & d)) ` (b2 ⊕q (c & d)))
( (b1 &r ((a1 &s c) & (a1 &s d))) ` (b2 ⊕r ((a2 ⊕s c) & (a2 ⊕s d)))
Unfortunately, the above implication is not provable without medial rules. Specifically, we
require medial rules commuting the sub-additives over with in order to establish the proof of
the above implication. This example is extracted from exactly where the cut elimination
would fail if the medial rules are omitted. Thus the medial rules are not a design decision,
but necessary in order for cut-elimination to hold.

5

On the proof of cut-elimination (Theorem 2)

Proving proof normalisation results involves extensive case analysis; hence we provide only a
sketch proof of cut elimination proof for ∆MAV. The interesting point is that the idempotency
of sub-additives is problematic, giving rise to infinite derivations. For example, formula a ⊕ b
has infinitely many premises, including those of the form a &1/2−1/2n (a ⊕ b).
To handle such problems caused by idempotency in the cut elimination proof we move to
a semantically equivalent but more controlled version of ∆MAV, turning idempotency, from
an equivalence into the following inference rules.
C{ R ⊕p R }
C{ R }

C{

contract

C{

○

}

○ &p ○

}

tidy distribution

C{ P

&r

Q}

C{ P

⊕r

Q}

special case of confine

The proof of cut-elimination (Theorem 2) proceeds by, firstly, observing rule

P ⊗P

cut

○

can be broken down to its atomic form co-interact using the following co-rules.
C{ (P

⊕ R) ⊗ (Q & S)

}

C{ (P ⊗ Q) ⊕ (R ⊗ S) }
C{

○⊕○

C{

○

}

}

co-tidy

C{ (P E R) D (Q E S) }
C{ (P D Q) E (R D S) }

co-additives
C{ a ⊗ a }
C{
medial

○

}

C{ (P

⊕p

Q) ⊗ (R &p S) }

C{ (P ⊗ R) ⊕p (Q ⊗ S) }
C{ P }
co-interact

C{ P

&p

P }

co-confine

co-contract

where (E, D) ∈ {(&q , ⊗), (&q , ⊕), (⊕p , ⊕), (◁, ⊗)}

We then proceed by the following strategy to show all such co-rules can be eliminated.
We firstly apply a technique called decomposition [18, 39, 40], showing instances of the
problematic contract rule can be pushed to the bottom of a proof. This involves introducing
further co-rules, notably the rule co-contract, which is pushed to the top of the proof. The
technical challenge with decomposition is devising a measure controlling explosions in the
size of the proof, based on the topology of the proof, caused by permuting contractions with
co-contractions.
S
I Lemma 6 (decomposition). For any derivation , including co-rules, there exists Q and
P
S
using co-contract only
R
R such that there is a derivation:
including co-rules but without contract or co-contract
Q
using contract only
P
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Notice, when decomposition is applied to a proof, which must have premise ○, the co-contract
rules disappear, becoming instances of tidy distribution. This way, we transform a proof of
P into a proof of some formula Q which does not use contract or co-contract rules, such
that Q is reachable from P using only the contract rule. For the proof of Q, that does not
use contract or co-contract rules, we can apply a technique called splitting [19]. Splitting
generalises the effect of applying rules in sequent-like contexts.
I Lemma 7 (splitting). In the following, killing contexts are multi-hole contexts defined by
grammar T { } ∶∶= { ⋅ } ∣ T { } & T { }. The following hold in ∆MAV without contract, but
with tidy distribution and the special case of confine:
If ⊢ (P & Q) ` R then ⊢ P ` R and ⊢ Q ` R.
U ⊕p V
If ⊢ (P &p Q) ` R, there exist U , V such that
and both ⊢ P ` U and ⊢ Q ` V hold.
R
U &p V
If ⊢ (P ⊕p Q) ` R, there exist U , V such that
and both ⊢ P ` U and ⊢ Q ` V hold.
R
T { Ui ◁ V }
If ⊢ (P ◁ Q) ` R, there exist T { }, Ui and Vi such that
and, for all i, both
R
⊢ P ` Ui and ⊢ Q ` Vi hold.
T { Ui ` Vi }
If ⊢ (P  Q) ` R, there exist T { }, Ui and Vi such that
and, for all i,
R
⊢ P ` Ui and ⊢ Q ` Vi .
T { Wi }
If ⊢ (P ⊕ Q) ` R then, there exist Wi such that
and, for all i, either ⊢ P ` Wi
R
or ⊢ Q ` Wi hold.
T{ a }
If ⊢ a ` R then
.
R
T{ a }
If ⊢ a ` R then
.
R
Splitting is then used to extended sequent-like contexts to any context.
I Lemma 8 (context reduction). If, for all R, ⊢ P
C{ }, ⊢ C{ P } yields ⊢ C{ Q }.

`R

yields ⊢ Q ` R then, for all contexts

By using splitting and context reduction, the co-rules previously introduced in this
section are shown to be admissible, which together show cut is admissible in the fragment
without contraction. The first three co-rule elimination lemmas concern only connectives of
MALL [20].
I Lemma 9. If ⊢ C{

○⊕○

I Lemma 10. If ⊢ C{ (P

} then ⊢ C{

○

⊕ Q)  (R & S)

I Lemma 11. If ⊢ C{ a ⊗ a } then ⊢ C{

}.
} holds, then it holds that ⊢ C{ (P
○

 R) ⊕ (Q  S)

}.

}, for any atom a.

The following co-rule elimination lemma involves the probabilistic sub-additives.
I Lemma 12. If ⊢ C{ (P

⊕p

Q)  (R &p S) } holds, ⊢ C{ (P

 R) ⊕p

(Q  S) } holds.

The four extra medial rules can also be eliminated.
I Lemma 13. For any (E, D) ∈ {(&q , ⊗), (&q , ⊕), (⊕p , ⊕), (◁, )}, if ⊢ C{ (P E R) D (Q E S) }
then ⊢ C{ (P D Q) E (R D S) }.
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We can now establish cut elimination for the proof system described at the beginning of
this section, without idempotency, but with three inference rules: contract, tidy distribution
and the special case of confine. Having applied decomposition (Lemma 6) to push contract
to the bottom of the proof, the proof combines the above lemmas to remove each co-rule.
This leaves a system without co-rules.
Finally, we obtain our main result (Theorem 2): cut elimination in the more controlled
system implies cut elimination in ∆MAV, simply be substituting contract, tidy distribution
and the special case of confine with instances of idempotency and confine.

6

Related work on Sub-Additive Operators and Nominal Quantifiers

Between the standard additives of multiplicative linear logic, with and plus, there are further
sub-additive operators. Roversi [35] proposed a sub-additive operator, say , also forbidding
projection and injection, that is self-dual. Note a self-dual operator is such that the linear
negation of P  Q is P  Q, i.e., the operator is de Morgan dual to itself.
Such a self-dual sub-additive operator cannot be used to model probabilistic choice in
the processes-as-formulae paradigm. The problem is the following implication is provable
(a  b)  (c  d) ( (a  c)  (b  d). Consequently, self-dual sub-additives are unsound with
respect to probabilistic simulation (notice the possibility of a  d or b  c occurring has
been excluded in the formula on the right). The pair of probabilistic sub-additives &p and
⊕p , were discovered by seeking more controlled variants of  such that the above unsound
distributivity property is forbidden.

(a)

P

(b)

⊕Q
○

○

P
P

⊕p
○

∃x.P
○
○
∇x.P
○

P

&p

&Q

P

◁Q
○

Иx.P

Q

○

○

P

`Q
○

Эx.P
○

Q

Q
○

(c) P

∀x.P

P ⊗Q

Figure 3 Relationships between various operators in extensions of linear logic: (a) the additives
and sub-additives, (b) the first-order quantifiers and nominal quantifiers, (c) the multiplicatives.

Figure 3(a) compares additives &, &p , ⊕p , ⊕ and . Notice similarities with Fig 3(b)
depicting de Morgan dual pair of nominal quantifiers, Иx.P and Эx.P , located between for
all and exists [23]. Similarly, to the sub-additives, the justification for the pair of nominal
quantifiers, rather than a self-dual nominal quantifier [14, 34, 35], say ∇x.P , was to soundly
model private names in direct logical embeddings of π-calculus processes [32].
Related work at the intersection of linear logic and probabilistic programs is typically
denotational (of a model theoretic flavour). For example, probabilistic coherence spaces [16, 12]
provide a probabilistic denotational semantics [26, 7] for linear logic but with standard
additives with and plus only. Probabilistic coherence spaces and related models are typically
used directly to provide a semantics for functional probabilistic programming languages, such
as PCF with random number generators [13, 6] or a probabilistic λ-calculus [29]. However,
probabilistic extensions of linear logic itself, giving rise to probabilistic sub-additives sound
with respect the probabilistic choice in process calculi, have not previously been investigated.
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7

Conclusion

This paper exposes an extended syntax and proof system for linear logic with explicit
probabilistic choice operators. The rules for these sub-additives are determined by studying
a generalisation of cut elimination (Theorem 2), leaving no room for design decisions. When
designing process preorders, we are confronted by a vast design space. Thus ∆MAV (Fig. 2)
can assist objectively with resolving language design decisions. I argue linear implication is a
compelling notion of probabilistic refinement, being sound with respect to weak (complete)
probabilistic simulation (Theorem 4), hence also probabilistic may testing. Furthermore, linear
implication has the advantage that it is the coarsest notion of refinement for probabilistic
concurrent processes in the literature respecting action refinement (Corollary 5).
Interestingly, the proof of cut elimination demands a technique called decomposition,
Lemma 6, to handle idempotency of choice, which, previously, has only been necessary for
handling modalities in non-commutative logic NEL [39, 19]. Details of the proof theory are
reserved for an extended version.
Future work includes explaining the connections between the quantitative modal logics,
such as the quantitative modal µ-calculus [25], and ∆MAV. Future work may also consider
richer process models in ∆MAV and its extensions [24]. For example, by using positive and
negative atoms to model inputs and outputs [3, 22], we can model probabilistic calculi with
communication. A related question is whether the operator &p is useful when modelling
processes. Recall &p was discovered, synthetically, as the operator de Morgan dual to
probabilistic choice ⊕p . To help understand the nature of &p , observe that it is related to ⊕p
in a similar fashion that, in the internal π-calculus [36], fresh name binding ν is related to
internal input (which receives a name, but only if it is fresh). By using this analogy, &p can
model branches of an input that preserves a probability distribution by using knowledge of the
probability distribution over branches with which it interacts (perhaps by measuring previous
interactions with a controller, for example), and only interacts if the distribution matches the
criteria specified by the internal choice (as suggested by rule confine). Such constraints could
be useful for preventing systems from being composed whenever the random behaviour of one
component falls out of expected bounds of another component (possibly causing a component
that receives messages on a random channel to fail to meet its specification). Considering
possible connections between &p /⊕p and angelic/daemonic probabilistic choices [31] is also
future work. To help the reader digest this novel theory, initially, only simple and indisputable
core process models are discussed in the current paper.
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